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ABSTRACT
A Beautiful Belly is a feature-length, microbudget, digital motion picture, produced, 
written, and directed by Andrew Kenneth Gay in pursuit of the Master of Fine Arts in Film & 
Digital Media from the University of Central Florida.  The guiding question behind the 
production of A Beautiful Belly was whether digital “no budget” production was particularly 
suited to the telling of a particular kind of cinematic story — the interior journey. The pursuit of 
an intimate cinema shaped every decision of the filmmaker and his collaborators, and this thesis 
is a record of their production experience.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
A wonderful fact to reflect upon, that every human creature is constituted to 
be that profound secret and mystery to every other.  A solemn consideration, 
when I enter a great city by night, that every one of those darkly clustered 
houses encloses its own secret; that every room in every one of them encloses 
its own secret; that every beating heart in the hundreds of thousands of breasts 
there, is in some of its imaginings, a secret to the heart nearest it! (Dickens 9-
10)
It is not much of an exaggeration to say that the passage quoted above is the reason I tell 
stories. I read A Tale of Two Cities many years ago, and this passage has driven my growth as a 
writer and filmmaker ever since. Many powerful, magnificent films have been made about 
exterior journeys (the classic hero’s quest). The things that interest me as an artist, however, are 
the interior journeys behind the eyes, inside the hidden chambers of the human heart, and these 
are precisely the kinds of stories that resist the prying eye of the cinematographic apparatus.
I have written and directed three successful, festival-screened short films, and each has 
dealt with the things we cannot or choose not to reveal to one another. In “Naked,” my first 
short, a husband and wife with a healthy sex life realize that they never sit casually naked 
together. In this case, non-erotic nakedness represents true vulnerability, the willingness to stand 
bare and be accepted by your partner. In “Love is Deaf,” winner of six awards, a man in a tux 
washes up on a beach after jumping overboard to commit suicide on the day of his true love’s 
wedding. He finds a moment of companionship, however, after meeting a deaf woman in a bridal 
gown on the beach. Though they have no ability to communicate, the man confesses his deepest 
secrets to her and opens his heart to her in a way he never could to the woman he loved, and as 
result, he experiences a new moment of hope and possibility. Finally, in my second award-
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winning short, “Melissa With A Heart Around It,” a young Christian teen harbors the secret of 
her homosexuality from her pastor and her teenage crush. When a moment finally presents itself 
for her to confess and expose her secret to the girl she loves, she chooses to bear the weight of 
her secret alone, drowning in a broken heart.
When William Faulkner accepted his 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature, he told his audience 
that writers had “forgotten the problems of the human heart in conflict with itself, which alone 
can make good writing because only that is worth writing about, worth the agony and the sweat” 
(par. 2). I cannot compare myself to Faulkner, but at least when I set out to make intimate stories 
centered on interior journeys, I can lay claim to a great artistic tradition. Faulkner's lament, 
however, proves a tricky challenge for the filmmaker, who despite possessing the many 
cinematic tools not afforded the novelist (image, diegetic sound, music, color, movement), lacks 
access to literature's ease of expression for emotional and mental states. The filmmaker must 
instead be a careful study of subtle human behaviors, the things we see that tell us what we don't 
see. As Bluestone writes, “The face becomes another kind of object in space, a terrain on which 
may be enacted dramas broad as battles, and sometimes more intense” (27).
A Beautiful Belly is a film about the secret conflicts of our human condition, about the 
fact that we remain always most mysterious to the ones that think they know us best. In other 
words, it is a movie about marriage. There is a Ben Folds song about this called, “You Don’t 
Know Me.” The opening lyrics follow:
I wanna ask you / Do you ever sit and wonder, / It’s so strange / That we 
could be together for / So long, and never know, never care / What goes on in 
the other one’s head? / Things I’ve felt but I’ve never said / You said things 
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that I never said / So I’ll say something that I should have said long ago: You 
don’t know me / You don’t know me at all. (Folds)
This is the challenge of every marriage. Over time, the labels of “husband” and “wife” 
become masks we wear to veil our true selves, our insecurities and doubts. Every marriage has 
its cupboard full of masks that spouses hide behind: religion, work, school, family, sex, 
whatever. They’re all just easy ways to categorize our counterpart’s behavior and avoid having 
to try to understand what’s really going on in the other one’s head. Non-verbal behaviors – the 
position of the hand on the hip, the slight downward turn of the lip – are the cracks in those 
masks.
A Beautiful Belly centers around an aspiring artist and an expectant mother. “Aspiring 
artist” and “expectant mother” are both common cinematic cliches, and that’s just the point. By 
turning these stereotypes on their heads, I hoped to examine how we mislabel those closest to us, 
just when we think we’ve figured them out. If my characters ever took the time to watch one 
another, to see, they'd have saved themselves a lot of trouble.
A Note About Thematic Layers
One of the goals I had in writing A Beautiful Belly was to create a nuanced piece with 
multiple thematic layers. Rather than narrowing down to one idea and saying, “the movie is 
about this,” I tried to write a script that engaged a number of issues: the complex problems of 
young marriage, the anxieties of approaching parenthood, the inevitable fascination committed 
partners will sometimes have with other people, the pull of creative expression for career 
oriented artists, and finally, religious faith as a substitute for faith in the people we love. This last 
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question, the question of religion, was one of the most contentiously debated among early 
readers of the script, who either felt the religious elements were out of place or played too minor 
a role. It has also posed important marketing questions: is it too religious for a secular audience 
but not religious enough for the faith-based crowd? In the end, I found that in shooting the film, 
all of these themes began to fight each other for primacy, and ultimately, I had to peel away 
many of the layers in the editing process and zero in on two fundamental ideas: parental anxiety 
and romantic temptation. I believe the film works best when engaging these issues, and runs into 
ambiguity where the other thematic layers are concerned. I wish I'd been more successful in 
engaging the other issues I had hoped to bring to light.
From Script to Screen
If any artistic mediums have formed the creative template for A Beautiful Belly, they are 
the stage play and the photograph. If it seems odd to reference two more limited art forms in the 
construction of a motion picture, the choice was made purposefully, in search of a cinema that 
elevates intimacy over the cinematic.
In writing the screenplay, I placed an emphasis on dialogue that has fallen out of fashion 
in Hollywood. As one Slamdance reviewer remarked of my script, “Being primarily dialogue-
based drama, rather than drama actuated by overt plot action, the concept of the story is one to be 
listened to rather than watched by an audience, a form of dramatic storytelling that used to be 
confined to radio” (see chapter 3). This effort goes back to my goal of examining internal states 
and emotions. However, this early reviewer — having only read the script and no knowledge of 
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my directing style — could not anticipate my directorial emphasis on performance and non-
verbal behavior. The stage, not the radio, is the proper precursor to my script.
In visually actualizing the screenplay, I again looked to methods of keeping the action 
intimate. The film primarily takes place indoors, in familiar surroundings (the homes of each of 
the characters), and in shallow focus, lending it the feel of flipping through a family photo 
album. This is not Lawrence of Arabia, nor was it meant to be, but a purposefully inward-
looking character study. The cinematography is beautiful and visually compelling but forsakes 
the compositional showiness so common among the works of young filmmakers these days.
Technology and the Microbudget Model
Microbudget filmmaking is almost entirely predicated on the idea of intimacy in cinema. 
Budget and technology work together in a complimentary fashion to tell a story suited to the 
strengths and limitations of the model. Motion pictures are exceedingly expensive. In order to 
make a film for under $50,000, one has no choice but to narrow his focus away from flashy and 
costly set-pieces. On the other hand, scenes of a few actors talking about their lives and their 
problems are relatively cheap to capture.
One example of budget serving the storytelling is the choice of our camera. Initially, we 
pursued the Canon 5D Mark II because it was inexpensive and exceedingly sensitive to light, 
which would allow us to forgo major equipment rentals and a large lighting crew. However, as 
we became familiar with the camera, we began to realize that its small size and unintimidating 
appearance led to a more relaxed and intimate experience on set. It allowed for fewer people 
behind the camera watching the actors, and an increased level of comfort for the performers. 
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Instead of performing before a large audience and a huge 35mm camera rig, the actors conducted 
themselves in front of an almost invisible camera and a small audience of trusted friends.
Challenges within the Microbudget Model
Despite a project tailor-made for microbudget feature film production, we encountered 
numerous challenges at every step of the creative process. Most of these problems stemmed from 
the collaborative nature of filmmaking and the limited number of skilled collaborators willing to 
work either unpaid or at a discounted rate on a feature project, regardless of its quality. In 
numerous instances, we were required to work with the inexperienced and uninitiated, which 
often resulted in mistakes, unusable footage, and money lost. We spent more than $2,000 on 
damaged property, for instance, damages that may have never occurred had we been able to 
secure experienced crew members. Situations such as these raise the question of whether 
microbudget filmmaking is truly sensible or sustainable.
Another challenge with collaborative filmmaking at the microbudget level is time 
availability. This has been particularly difficult at the post-production stage, where the 
availabilities of my editor, sound mixer, and composer have all posed significant hurdles to 
completing the film on a preset timeline. In each of these cases, I was able to work with 
experienced and skilled collaborators at an inexpensive rate, but I was unable to set the kinds of 
deadlines I would have liked. The film took at least six months longer to complete than it should 
have because of these budgetary issues.
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Editing the Film: Making and Re-Making
Despite a strong script, fantastic cinematography, and an excellent cast, A Beautiful Belly 
was primarily shaped in the editing. Our first cut was 2 hours, 15 minutes long. Our final cut 
comes in at just over 90 minutes. How did we cut 45 minutes of footage from the film? Doing so 
required a serious re-evaluation of the film's essential plot and themes. Huge narrative sections 
were cut, as were numerous lines of dialogue from specific scenes. Major content cut included 
scenes developing Jason and Danny's backstory, scenes highlighting Jason's career frustrations 
and fear of fatherhood, scenes exploring Danny's dissatisfaction with the state of her sex life, and 
scenes exploring Jason's ambivalence toward religion. For the most part, I do not miss these 
scenes when watching the finished picture, but cutting them has resulted in a few loose threads 
that can be detected by perceptive audiences, particularly upon repeat viewing of the film. Each 
cut required an assessment of gains and losses: what did we gain in terms of rhythm and pacing, 
and what did we lose in terms of character development and narrative logic? Of course, I wish I 
had anticipated these issues at the script-writing stage, where I could have trimmed with more 
flexibility, but I feel we've cut together a very strong film from the material we shot.
The Way Forward
For the most part, the making of A Beautiful Belly was a positive, rewarding, and 
ultimately successful experience. I certainly succeeded in my primary goal of exploring intimate 
cinema through the microbudget model of production. That having been said, I would not wish 
to make another film quite this way again. While I have little desire to shoot huge budget 
Hollywood films, the microbudget method leaves too much out of the director's control. I have 
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learned much from this process that I hope to take with me to my next directing experience, but I 
also hope to bring more professional collaborators into my next project.
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CHAPTER TWO: PICTURE
9
Figure 1: Children's entertainer Jason Ackart (Chris Worley) arrives for a 
performance in the opening title sequence of A Beautiful Belly.
Figure 2: After giving up his in-home music studio for the baby's nursery, Jason 
(Chris Worley) finds himself displaced.
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Figure 3: Rachel Ackart (Michele Feren) listens as her sister-in-law Danny 
(Lauren Brown) confides her marital troubles.
Figure 4: Danny Ackart (Lauren Brown) tries to cheer up her husband, Jason 
(Chris Worley) after he loses his job as an elementary music teacher.
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Figure 5: Jason Ackart (Chris Worley) tries to decide whether or not to wear his 
wedding ring before leaving to meet another woman.
Figure 6: Danny Ackart (Lauren Brown) approaches photographer Nathan Long 
(Peyton Lee) about doing a nude photo shoot.
CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS
Screenplay
The following pages include the shooting script of A Beautiful Belly. The numbers at top 
right will indicate the script page number. Scene numbers can be found next to the heading of 
each scene. Shooting scripts are “locked,” with revisions tracked in asterisks and additional 
pages or scenes given unique numbering.
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Professional Script Feedback
Overview of Feedback
Early in the process of shaping the screenplay, I sought professional script feedback, 
called “coverage,” from several well-respected film organizations and used this feedback to 
shape subsequent drafts. The coverage acquired from the Slamdance Screenplay Competiton is 
included below (next page) as a sample. Note that the screenplay draft referred to in the 
following section is not the final shooting script included in the previous section and contained 
numerous differences from the script that went into production.
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Sample Script Coverage
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Marketing Plan
Overview
Having conducted two test screenings of A Beautiful Belly, we believe the target audience 
for the film will fall into one of three categories:
• Young, married couples expecting children.
• Young, culturally and politically progressive Christian couples.
• Young couples employed in artistic or creative fields.
By young, we generally mean 18-35 years of age. A viewer who overlaps into all three 
categories would fall into our ideal, core audience. We believe our audience is likely to live in 
urban or suburban areas, likely to view more movies at home than at the theater, likely to 
consume media in unconventional ways (through Facebook and Twitter, via digital download 
and streaming services such as Netflix and Hulu, and via mobile devices) and are open to 
watching unfamiliar content if it is recommended by a trusted source. Our approach will begin 
with a conventional festival campaign supplemented by the kinds of new strategies outlined by 
Jon Reiss in his book Thinking Outside the Box Office. While we don't believe conventional 
distribution is likely for A Beautiful Belly, given its lack of name-talent, we will remain open to 
it, depending on the film's world festival premiere.
The Festival Circuit
While we will first target top tier fests like Sundance and SXSW for a world premiere, 
we will also look to such content-appropriate festivals as the Heartland Film Festival, which 
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awards a $100,000 prize to the best dramatic feature. We will also research appropriate second 
and third-tier festivals in regions likely to have a high population of our target audience groups 
(for example: college towns, cities with thriving arts scenes, etc.). We will try to work with our 
fans to build city-by-city word of mouth utilizing social networking tools, so cities may be 
targeted based on the popularity of such tools in their area. According to Twitter.Grader.com, for 
instance, the following cities have the most active Twitter users:
1. London
2. Los Angeles
3. Chicago
4. New York
5. Atlanta
6. Toronto
7. San Francisco
8. Boston
9. Seattle
10. Sydney
If this is the case, Twitter may be a more effective marketing tool in these regions than in 
others. Because we expect to forgo a traditional distribution model, we are likely to sell DVDs 
directly to our fans at each festival we screen. However, this strategy would likely change if we 
were to premiere at a fest such as Sundance or SXSW. Because we hope to build word-of-mouth 
through our festival run, we will look primarily for festivals with a proven track record of 
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attracting energetic audiences. A festival in a small region that sells-out is better than a festival in 
a major city that does not attract an invested audience. We will also look for forward-thinking 
festivals that are looking to lead in the new media environment (for instance, the Boston Film 
Festival's recent "official selection" of an iPhone app), rather than backward-looking festivals 
that refuse to innovate (Baltrusis).
DIY Distribution & Word-of-Mouth
In all likelihood, A Beautiful Belly will be self-distributed. With that being the case, we 
will carefully weigh the opportunities presented by such aggregators as Distribber and will seek a 
reputable foreign sales rep. Whatever model we utilize, word-of-mouth will be key to the 
successful marketing of the picture.
We have begun compiling a list of gatekeepers whose recommendations matter to our 
target audience (particularly the young Christian progressives we hope to reach). Some examples 
include Cameron Strang, publisher of Relevant Magazine; Matthew Paul Turner, author and 
blogger behind JesusNeedsNewPR.com; Pastor Isaac Hunter of Summit Church in Orlando and 
son of Joel Hunter, one of President Obama's trusted spiritual advisers; and Donald Miller, 
popular author of Blue Like Jazz, which actually appears in the movie. By enlisting the support 
of such gatekeepers, we hope to get a strong Facebook/Twitter campaign in support of our 
festival run and simultaneous DVD release.
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Transmedia Storytelling
We are currently considering strategies to broaden the story of A Beautiful Belly across 
other mediums. Two of these include a novelization of the film and the web-launch of 
PeeplesFace.com.
The under-taking of a self-published eBook for sale from our website could prove 
profitable, but we would only consider it if it could be executed at a high quality. There may be 
time for me to adapt the film into prose form before its world festival premiere, but I would have 
to feel that the release was merited.
Finally, the website PeeplesFace.com is used as a plot-point in the film, and we do own 
the rights to the URL. If a site could be designed at a reasonable cost, it could be launched as a 
tie-in between the film and the proposed novelization, perhaps revealing a subplot only hinted at 
in the other two mediums.
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Sample One-Sheet for A Beautiful Belly
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Figure 7: Promotional image for A Beautiful Belly, featuring stars Chris 
Worley and Lauren Brown.
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APPENDIX D: MUSIC SYNCHRONIZATION LICENSES
167
Composer Agreements
These contracts are in the process of being secured and will be included in the final ETD 
document.
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APPENDIX E: CREDIT LIST
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Production Staff
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MULLER
Lead Carpenter DEREK MULLER
Graphic Designer HEATH LACY
Casting Director LAURA RAMOS
Legal Services by SCOTT M. GOLDBERG
Production Accountant MICHAEL SCINE
Assistant to Mr. Gay BETHANY DICKENS
Key Set Production Assistant COLLIN HORTON
Set Production Assistants ALEX BOYLE, KAYSEE JAY, KAI PORTER
Art Department Production Assistants LELAND GORLIN, MARCO MUJICA, ALLY NESMITH, 
ANDREW TOLBERT, DELANEY SCHENKER
Office Production Assistants ANDREW CADIEUX, JESSE CHAPMAN, CALEB HECHT, 
LAKESHA JOHNSON, PRISCILLA MCEVER, STEVE SCHUTT, 
DAVID SIGURANI
Casting Production Assistants MATTHEW BALLINGER, BRENT BUFFINGTON, SAMMANTHA 
GRACE LEE, GRACE TSIA, MATT VINAS
Cast
Jason CHRIS WORLEY
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Danny LAUREN BROWN
Rachel MICHELE FEREN
Will JOHN WILLIAM WRIGHT
Allison AMY LOCICERO
Nathan PEYTON LEE
Pastor Dave RAYMOND D. SWEET
Izzie COSETTE DEBORDE
Principal Stevens RANDY MOLNAR
Patty Lewis SUSAN MORGAN
Geoff Peeples DAVE DEBORDE
Woman in Pharmacy MELISSA GRUVER
Annie IRMA CADIZ
Boy in Piano Lesson DA'ZHAUN HICKS
Homeless Man JOHN ARCHER LUNDGREN
Restaurant Hostess ANGELYN PRATCHIOS GAY
Taxi Driver STEVE FORSTER
Women in Nathan's Photos AIMEE CAMPBELL and NINA KISSINGER
Woman in Dolphin Video
Dolphin Video Narrator MICHELLE WARGO
Body Double for Ms. Brown AIMEE CAMPBELL
Bible Study Friends JEREMY PALKO, WILL BLANTON, KAMARA CRAWFORD, 
CHRIS GREEN, MICHELLE LEVY, LABRI LANGSTON, ALEX 
WOLFE
Kids in Bookstore TYLER COOK, ABBY COVILLE, WILLIAM ALEXANDER 
DICKENS, KAYLA FIELDS-RIVERA, ASHLEY LONARDO, 
JESSICA LONARDO, BREANNA OBERLE, GABRIELLE 
PAGANO, EMILY STRICKLAND
Jason's Students KILANI ENGLAND, FAITH DICKENS, LINDSEY DIXON, J.T. 
MULLER, BREANNA OBERLE, ELIZABETH STRAW
Restaurant Patrons SYNORIA ANDERSON, W. CHASE CONNOR, ANDREW M. 
FUDGE, COLLIN HORTON, PETE LAMASTER, MICHAEL 
NIKOLLA, CASEY NOBLE, LARRY STALLINGS, MARJORIE G. 
TINGLE
Art Gallery Guests MARCIA BAKER, ALYSSA L. CLAYTON, CORI O'CONNOR, 
MICHELLE CONTINATO, FRANCIS CORBELLA, BETHANY 
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DICKENS, MORGAN ENGLISH, KELLY GIBBONS, BRICE 
GRAMM, ERIC GRAY, ASHLEY HARRIS, ASHLEY HOOKER, 
REBECCA KENYON, NICHOLAS LOUGHEED, ALLY NESMITH, 
LESLEY NOYES, KESCY OSTERVAL, DELANEY SCHENKER, 
NILS TARANGER II, CHRIS THARP, CHINA VANNEST, SONIA 
VANNEST, KATE WILCOX, DANIEL WILLIAMS
Post-Production
Sound Design by JON FRISKICS
ADR Recording by LAURENCE VEXLER
Assistant Editors ERIC CARDEN, JAMIE FREEMAN
Behind-the-Scenes by JON STRONG
Special Credits
Financial Support Provided by KIM ANDERSON, CODY AUNE, MITCH AUNGER, VIRGINIA 
BAYSDEN, JOSHUA BLACKBURN, JOHN BLAKEY, ALEX 
BOWSER, CATHY BROWN, SALLY BROWN, JANET 
BRUBAKER, MATT BRUBAKER, DARYL CARLILE, CHRISTIAN 
CETNAROWSKI, RYAN CHANCE, NICOLE CHAPMAN, LINDA 
CHRISTENSEN, CLAYSLINGINGMAMA, JACK COBB, JAY 
DELANEY, JOSEPH DEMARZO, CHRIS DENNY, BETHANY 
DICKENS, JENNIFER DORSMAN, MORGAN ENGLISH, ERIC 
ERNST, LOUISE FARNSWORTH, LANCE FLINT, KELLY 
GIBBONS, PAUL J. GITSCHNER, ROBYN P. GLEASON, 
WILLIAM L. GLEASON, GOOD CLEAN FUN SOAPS, RICH 
GRULA, SARAH HARMON, MIKE HEDGE, HILL COUNTRY 
FITNESS, CYNTHIA HODGES, CORRINE HYDE, LINDA 
JENNINGS, TIMOTHY J. JOHNSON, JULIE KELLY, PHIL 
KEGLER, ERIN KISSINGER, BRENDA KOLB, DIEGO 
KONTAROVSKY, FRED LANGSTON, PIPER LEJEUNE, JANE 
LUE, JOHN ARCHER LUNDGREN, NANCY LYON, ANN C. 
MACAULAY, FIONA MACAULAY, TAYLOR MARR, MELODY 
MOONEY, GRACE M. MYLES, PATRICIA O'CONNOR, KRISTEN 
PARKER, JENNIFER PENNYPACKER, WILLIAM M. POLK, 
JONATHAN PRATCHIOS, KIM PRATCHIOS, TOM PRATCHIOS, 
DANIEL REID, DEBBY ROCA, MICHELLE ROCA, TERRIE 
SCHUMANN, ERIN SEICKEL, JASON SEICKEL, CATHERINE 
SCINE, BENTLEY STEWART, JANEL STEWART, RAFAEL 
SURILLO, RICHARD T. SWARTZWELDER, BETTINA THOMAS, 
SAMUEL TORRES, JESSE UNRUH, RUPA VENKATESH, KEITH 
WELCH, DEBORAH WOLFE, WARREN WORLEY, LOGAN 
WRIGHT, IMRAN ZAIDI
Major Benefactors BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
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Major Financiers ANDREA BOOKER GAY, RICHARD B. GAY, JOHN PRATCHIOS, 
LYNN PRATCHIOS, THEODORE PRATCHIOS, WENDY 
PRATCHIOS, WHITTY RANSOME, TOM WILCOX, BILL 
WRIGHT, RUSTY WRIGHT
Funding Made Possible through THE ENZIAN / UCF FILM GRADUATE PRODUCTION FUND, 
INDIEGOGO, and PAYPAL
Special Thanks to JON BOWEN, ALEX BOWSER, ADAM CARPENTER, LISA 
COOK, MARCO CORDERO, TIFFANY CORNWELL, JOHN DEEB, 
JAY DELANEY, MIKE DIAZ, MORGAN ENGLISH, RANDY 
FINCH, PATRICK FLANAGAN, ANDREA BOOKER GAY, 
ANGELYN PRATCHIOS GAY, ELAINE GAY, JOHN GAY, 
RICHARD BYRON GAY, MARK GERSTEIN, BRICE GRAMM, J.P. 
GRIFFIN-ENGLISH, RICH GRULA, KIA HOLLINGSWORTH, 
MIKE HOSKINSON, PATTY HURTER, TOM HURTER, LORI 
INGLE, MARY JOHNSON, ERIN KITZINGER, BRENDA EGEDY 
KOLB, LISA MILLS, TAYLOR MUELLER, APRIL MULLER, 
DEREK MULLER, SAVANNAH MULLER, CORI O'CONNOR, 
RYAN POMERANZ, ABBY PRATCHIOS, JOHN PRATCHIOS, 
JONATHAN PRATCHIOS, LYNN PRATCHIOS, ZOEY 
PRATCHIOS, WHITTY RANSOME, SAM ROHDIE, BARRY 
SANDLER, STEVE SCHLOW, ERIN SEICKEL, JASON SEICKEL, 
BENTLEY STEWART, JANEL STEWART, ULA STOECKL, RIK 
SWARTZWELDER, NICOLE THOMAS, LAURA TRAD, TIINA 
TREASURE, KATE WILCOX, TOM WILCOX, JESSE WOLFE, 
JOHN WILLIAM WRIGHT, LABRI LANGSTON WRIGHT
And to APPLE, CATALINA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, CLEARWATER 
MARINE AQUARIUM, CITY ARTS FACTORY, CITY OF WINTER 
PARK, DEEB STUDIOS, ENZIAN THEATRE, GOOD CLEAN FUN 
SOAPS, CVS, HARMONI MARKET, HOLLYWOOD RENTALS, 
LAKERIDGE WINERY & VINEYARDS, LYNX, ORANGE 
COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT, ORANGE COUNTY SCHOOL 
BOARD, ORLANDO BREWING COMPANY, PAGE 15, PUBLIX, 
THOMAS NELSON PUBLISHING, TOOJAYS, UNIVERSAL 
ORLANDO, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, URBAN 
THINK! BOOKSTORE, 
Shot on location in Orlando, Winter Park, and Clearwater, Florida, using the Canon EOS-5D Mark II with Nikon 
lenses.
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APPENDIX F: CALL SHEETS
175
Day 1
176
177
Day 2
178
Day 3
179
Day 4
180
Day 5
181
Day 6
182
Day 7
183
Day 8
184
Day 9
185
Day 10
186
Day 11
187
Day 12
188
Day 13
189
Day 14
190
Day 15
191
Day 16
192
Day 17
193
Day 18
194
Day 19
195
Day 20
196
Day 21
197
Day 22
198
Day 23
199
Day 24
200
201
APPENDIX G: PRODUCTION REPORTS
202
Day 1
203
204
Day 2
205
206
Day 3
207
208
Day 4
209
210
Day 5
211
212
Day 6
213
214
Day 7
215
216
Day 8
217
218
Day 9
219
220
Day 10
221
222
Day 11
223
224
Day 12
225
226
Day 13
227
228
Day 14
229
230
Day 15
231
232
Day 16
233
234
Day 17
235
236
Day 18
237
238
Day 19
239
240
Day 20
241
242
Days 21-24
Production Reports for days 21 through 24 were never submitted to the producers by the 
unit production manager. It is unknown whether these reports were never completed or simply 
lost.
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APPENDIX H: FINAL COST REPORT
244
245
APPENDIX I: CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
246
Crew Deal Memos
Sample Crew Deal Memo
247
248
249
250
List of Crew Deal Signatories
NAME: POSITION: DATE OF EXECUTION:
Augustin, Jason Company Grip 07/02/2009
Azoulay, Adam Company Grip 05/19/2009
Ballinger, Matthew Casting Assistant 05/14/2009
Barwick, Chelsy Additional 1st Assistant Camera 06/17/2009
Boyle, Alexandre Production Assistant 05/12/2009
Buffington, Brent Casting Assistant 05/21/2009
Bush, David Script Supervisor 06/03/2009
Bryan, Addison Location Scout 05/14/2009
Cadieux, Andrew Production Assistant 07/07/2009
Chapman, Jesse Office Production Assistant 05/11/2009
Cordero, Marco Director of Photography 04/17/2009
De La Vina Jr., Mike 1st Assistant Director 06/18/2009
Dickens, Bethany Director's Assistant 05/15/2009
Engelhardt, Sara Art Director 05/11/2009
English, Morgan Editor 06/23/2009
Frost, Corey Scott Location Manager 05/05/2009
Gallagher, Maria Key Hair & Makeup 06/17/2009
Garlin, Leland Art Department Assistant 05/23/2009
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Gibbons, Kelly Property Master 05/14/2009
Gramm, Brice Edward Production Coordinator 05/05/2009
Gruidl, Andrea Assistant Hair & Makeup 06/23/2009
Harris, Ashley Wardrobe Supervisor 05/29/2009
Hecht, Caleb Production Assistant 06/15/2009
Horton, Collin Key Production Assistant 05/07/2009
Hurge, Georginia P. 2nd Assistant Director 05/05/2009
Jay, Kaysee Production Assistant 07/01/2009
Johnson, La-Kesha Office Production Assistant 06/08/2009
Kenyon, Allie 1st Assistant Camera 06/05/2009
Lacy, Heath Jarid Graphic Designer 07/02/2009
Lee, Samantha Casting Assistant 05/21/2009
Lemons, Ken Key Grip 05/13/2009
Lighston, Michael Company Grip 07/09/2009
Lindo, Tyson 2nd Assistant Camera 05/21/2009
Mandelik, Erin Craft Services & Catering 05/19/2009
McEver, Priscilla Office Production Assistant 05/11/2009
Mujica, Marco A. Art Department Assistant 05/21/2009
Nesmith, Ally Art Department Assistant 05/18/2009
Nicewonder, Reid Company Grip 06/20/2009
Nikolla, Michael Set Dresser 05/22/2009
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Porter, Kair Production Assistant 06/22/2009
Proctor, Courtney Assistant Wardrobe Supervisor 05/13/2009
Ramos, Laura Casting Director 05/25/2009
Roca, Michelle Unit Production Manager 05/01/2009
Rousseau, Max Location Scout 05/07/2009
Santini, Mike Assistant Art Director 05/12/2009
Schenker, Delaney Art Department Assistant 05/13/2009
Schutt, Steve Office Production Assistant 05/15/2009
Sumayang, Danika Fiel Assistant Costume Designer 05/13/2009
Taranger, Nils Location Scout 05/07/2009
Tharp, Chris Company Grip 06/30/2009
Tolbert, Andrew Art Department Assistant 07/10/2009
Treasure, Tiina Still Photography 05/02/2009
Weaver, Carla Assistant Hair & Makeup 06/30/2009
Whitfield, John D. Gaffer 05/07/2009
Williams, Daniel R. Sound Mixer 05/12/2009
Williams, Jacob M. Boom Operator 05/12/2009
Wolfe, Alex Production Designer 05/11/2009
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Talent Releases
Sample Talent Agreement
254
255
256
257
258
List of Talent Agreement Signatories
NAME: ROLE: DATE OF EXECUTION:
Blanton, Will Bible Study Friend 06/29/2009
Brown, Lauren Danny Ackart 05/19/2009
Cadiz, Irma Annie 06/29/2009
Campbell, Aimee Pregnant Body Double 06/06/2009
Cook, Tyler Boy in Bookstore 06/20/2009
Coville, Abby Girl in Bookstore 06/18/2009
Crawford, Kamara Bible Study Friend 06/27/2009
DeBorde, Cosette Izzie Ackart 06/21/2009
DeBorde, Dave Geoff Peeples 06/21/2009
Dickens, Faith Girl in Bookstore 06/22/2009
Dickens, William Alexander Boy in Bookstore 06/22/2009
Dixon, Lindsey Student 06/22/2009
England, Kilani Student 06/22/2009
Feren, Michele Rachel Ackart 05/27/2009
Fields-Rivera, Kayla Girl in Bookstore 06/23/2009
Green, Chris Bible Study Friend 06/29/2009
Gruver, Melissa Woman in Pharmacy 06/18/2009
Kissinger, Nina Woman in Nathan's Photos 06/21/2009
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Lee, Peyton Nathan Long 05/19/2009
Levy, Michelle Bible Study Friend 06/28/2009
LoCicero, Amy Allison James 05/19/2009
Lonardo, Ashley Girl in Bookstore 06/18/2009
Lonardo, Jessica Girl in Bookstore 06/18/2009
Lundgren, John Archer Homeless Man 06/26/2009
Molnar, Randy Principal Stevens 06/18/2009
Morgan, Susan Patty Lewis 06/24/2009
Mullen, J.T. Student 06/19/2009
Oberole, Breanna Girl in Bookstore 06/22/2009
Pagano, Gabrielle Girl in Bookstore 06/23/2009
Straw, Elizabeth Student 06/19/2009
Strickland, Emily Girl in Bookstore 06/22/2009
Sweet, Raymond D. Pastor Dave 05/27/2009
Worley, Chris Jason Ackart 05/19/2009
Wright, John William Will Ackart 05/27/2009
Wright, Lu Labri Bible Study Friend 06/29/2009
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Location Agreements
Sample Location Agreement
261
262
263
List of Location Agreement Signatories 
LOCATION: DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Catalina Elementary School 06/19/2009 
City Arts Factory 07/03/2009 
Clearwater Marine Aquarium 06/11/2009 
Deeb Studios 06/22/2009 
Harmoni Market 06/05/2009 
Lynx Bus 06/01/2009 
Residence of Adam Carpenter 06/01.2009 
Residence of J.P. Griffin-English 06/11/2009 
Residence of Tiina Treasure 06/09/2009 
Residence of Byron D. Gay 06/08/2009 
Urban Think! Bookstore 06/22/2009 
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Product Licensing Agreements
Sample Materials Release
265
List of Materials Release Signatories 
COMPANY: DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Apple 06/19/2009 
Lakeridge Winery & Vineyards 06/15/2009 
Orlando Brewing Company 06/15/2009 
Thomas Nelson Publishing (Blue Like Jazz) 06/19/2009
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Atmosphere Releases
Sample Extras Release
267
List of Extras Release Signatories
NAME: ROLE: DATE OF EXECUTION:
Anderson, Synoria Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Baker, Marcia Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Clayton, Alissa L. Art Gallery Guest  07/07/2009
Connor, W. Chase Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Continto, Michelle Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Corbella, Francis Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Dickens, Bethany Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
English, Morgan Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Forster, Steve Taxi Driver 07/14/2009
Fudge, Andrew M. Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Gay, Angelyn Pratchios Restaurant Hostess 07/16/2009
Gibbons, Kelly Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Gramm, Brice Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Grey, Erik Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Harris, Ashley Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Hooker, Ashley Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Horton, Collin Kitchen Worker 07/16/2009
Kenyon, Rebecca Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
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LaMaster, Pete Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Lougheed, Nicholas Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Nesmith, Ally Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Nikolla, Michael Kitchen Worker 07/16/2009
Noble, Casey Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Noyes, Lesley Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
O'Connor, Cori Art Gallery Guest  07/07/2009
Osterval, Kescy Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Schenker, Delaney Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Stallings, Larry Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Taranger II, Nils Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Tharp, Chris Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
Tingle, Marjorie G. Restaurant Patron 07/15/2009
Vannest, China Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Vannest, Sonia Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Wilcox, Kate Art Gallery Guest 07/07/2009
Williams, Daniel Art Gallery Guest 07/17/2009
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Filming Permit
270
Insurance Certificates
Sample Certificate
271
272
List of Certificates Issued
CERTIFICATE HOLDER: DATE ISSUED:
City Arts Factory & Downtown Art District 07/03/2009
City of Winter Park 06/10/2009
Deeb Studios 06/22/2009
Gay, John 06/08/2009
Gay, Richard 06/08/2009
Gramm, Barry 07/05/2009
Gramm, Brice E. 06/09/2009
Griffin, J.P. 07/03/2009
Harmoni Market 06/08/2009
LYNX CFRTA 06/08/2009
University of Central Florida 06/04/2009
Urban Think! Bookstore 06/22/2009
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Equipment Rentals
UCF Film Agreements
274
275
Budget Truck Agreement
276
A&R Radio Rental Agreement
277
Legal Services Contract
278
279
280
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